
Legacy Plan for Sam Sample 

1. Legacy Statement (How I Hope to Be Remembered)
She loved her family. She was always adventurous. She had a yearning for knowledge, personal wellness, and spiritual 
wellness.

2. 10-Year Vision Statement (Where I’m Going)
Inspiring over 1000 organizations to invest in a process that transforms the workplace culture. Inspiring over 100,000 
employees to make enhancing their culture a top priority.

3. Self-Concept (What I Love About Myself)
1. Fun and funny (games, wigs, pranks)
2. See potential in others (always hope)
3. Loves learning (reading, classes)
4. Spiritually minded (yoga, church, reading)

4. Core Beliefs (Replace Your Limiting Mindsets)
Negative Core Belief #1: “I am awkward”
New Positive Core Belief #1: “I am myself and this is what I want to be” 
Living it Out: Don’t second guess, be happy with myself, enjoy myself by doing what I want to do and say 
Negative Core Belief #2: “I should have achieved more by now” 
New Positive Core Belief #2: “Success takes time. I will take advantage of the opportunities along the way.” 
Living it Out: Look for opportunities to grow by utilizing my school and work contacts 
Negative Core Belief #3: “My value comes from other people’s approval” 
New Positive Core Belief #3: “My value comes from the hard work I put in, and I will judge how well I do” 
Living it Out: When I finish a project, I will reflect on what I did well or could have done better. My own approval. 

5. Personality (My Wiring)
MBTI: ENTP
DISC: I (Primary); S (Secondary); C (Lowest)
1. When other people have opinions, allow them to explain before jumping to conclusions
2. When I feel stressed, take a deep breath and write my feelings down and what they tell me
3. Make attainable goals. I might have to start with something small such as, “It is my goal to make one
person laugh today”.

6. Energizers & Drainers (Motivation)
Drainers
1. Long work hours
2. Cleaning up after people
3. Not finishing up wok to completion
4. Sink full of dishes
5. Knowing I won’t be home when planned
6. Arguing with my partner
7. People not following through

Energizers 
1. Seeing my favorite guests
2. Cooking dinner
3. Playing with our dog Max
4. Having a clean home
5. Talking about my day with my spouse
6. Collaborating with my staff for ideas
7. Implementing new ideas

7. Core Needs (How I Thrive)
1. Reflection Time
2. A schedule
3. People interaction



   
 

 

 

8. Life Balance (Make it a 7) 
Spiritual: Walks, Al Anon; volunteering; yoga; reflection/prayer time; church/mass 
Family: Emerson, extended family, and closest friends; 1 on 1 time with family/friends 
Health & Self-Care: 30 min exercise most days; medical care; eating healthy overall; 8 hours of sleep 
Intellectual: 1-hour biz reading each day; 1-hour writing each day; taking classes consistently 
Social & Fun: Maintaining and making new friends; 6 hours of fun weekly; Golf weekly 
Career: Following business plan; less than 50 hours of work per week; delegating the financial & scheduling 
Financial: Spending 25% less than I'm earning; giving 10% away & saving 15%; sticking to a budget 

 9. Life Purpose (Why I Exist) 
 To help people gain knowledge of who they by inspiring them to overcome challenging obstacles. Helping others have 
 the courage to commit to engaging what they most enjoy (life & career)  

10. Core Values (How I Behave)  
 Core Value #1: Honesty 
 Statement: Taking the difficult path of being open and honest in the face of internal and external resistance 
 Living it Out: Spontaneously open up; take risks to share how I feel 
 Core Value #2: Optimism 
 Statement: Seeing the good things that can come from every situation  
 Living it Out: Intentionally  
 Core Value #3: Appreciation 
 Statement: Taking advantage of every opportunity to bring a smile to another  
 Living it Out: Telling people what I admire and appreciatte about them each day 

 11. Mission (What I do Professionally)  
 I am the culture creator for our business 

 12. Sales Pitch (How I Tell People What I do) 
 Have you ever worked in an environment that drained you nearly every day? I get people engaged in changing the 
 culture of their work (and home) environment so they get energized and thrive. 

13. Goals (My Focus) 
1. Cook dinner 3 time per week consistently by November 
2. Making 2 new friends 
3. Take my dog Max on a walk 2 times per week with James by December 
4. Get the AMG position and implement culture training program by March 2019 
5. Add and retrain 4 desk agents at our hotels by May 2018 
6. Have our first child by the time I turn 30 
7. Workout 5 days a week consistently by the start of next year 

14. Habits (My Consistent Actions) 
1. Planning on Sunday, “If it’s Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday, I’m cooking dinner” 
2. Engaging my mindfulness tools; “If it’s a new day, I do one uncomfortable thing relationally”  
3. Having an hour of margin each day; “If it’s the weekend, I’m going on a walk with my boys” 
4. Focusing on my Legacy Plan; “If I am at work, remember the truth about myself” 
5. Recruiting/Marketing always: “When I enter the building, I put on my recruitment cap” 
6. Planning 2 weeks of vacation: “When it’ August, we go on vacation for two weeks” 
7. Lack or focus; “If it’s a weekday, I am working out” 


